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1. Introduction

Kabarole Research and Resource Center (KRC) In partnership with African Clean Energy (ACE), and CARE
partnered on the Dutch Relief Alliance (DRA)’s Innovation Fund Call, and proposed the Project: PROSPERS
(Promoting Solar Powered Energy Efficient Stove in Kyangwaali Refugee Settlement - 1.2210° N, 30.8183° E).

PROSPERS project promotes clean energy and sustainable fuel accessible to refugee households in
Kyangwaali settlement in Kikuube. The refugees have access to an innovation package with two
complementary programmes namely; the ACE User Recommendation Bonus (URB) and the KRC briquettes
programmes. Through these programs the project empowers women and girls, by reaching 700 households,
70% refugees and 30% host community members.

The ACE one stove with its complementary 4G smart phone are sold to refugees at UGX 670,000, paid over
18 months, with installments of UGX 35000 per month. Through the URB, participants reduce their loan
repayments by a month (up to a maximum of 9 times) by recommending the ACE one stove to another
refugee/host community member. The ACE one stove is supplemented with the briquettes fuel, both the
briquettes and ACE one stove combined are a comprehensive package for the refugee households.

The project targets 700 refugees and host community households (3,500 people). 70 refugees will be
trained as trainers, and each of them will train other 10 people to reach 700 ACE one and briquettes user
households.

For the briquettes component, it was planned to train 70 refugees as TOTs in briquettes production skills.
Significantly with the training and implementation of the briquettes program, the project would result into
1,000 tons of briquettes produced to replace 1,200 tons of wood fuel and 300 tons of charcoal annually and
hence the restoration of threatened tree species of Bugoma forest.

KRC’s research and feedback from the different energy actors and stakeholders, briquettes users, groups in
briquettes making indicated that the current briquettes are not of good quality, which limits success of the
briquettes marketing and usability. Therefore KRC with its PROSPERS project partners proposed to contract
an individual or companies to train 10 groups in quality briquettes making in Kyangwaali and kabwooya
subcounties in Kikuube District.

It was on the above background that Green Bio Energy Ltd (GBE) was contracted started the 30th/11/2021
to deliver a training program for the PROSPERS project beneficiaries in Quality briquette making and
marketing in Kyangwaali Sub county & Kabwoya Sub County in Kikuube District. The delivered objectives
included;

• Train 10 groups in quality briquette production 

• Train 10 groups in quality briquette drying, packaging and storage

• Produce an inventory of raw materials for quality briquette 

• Produce a training manual (pictorial with few narrations) for quality briquettes production 

The next sections/slides describe the training project in details;

Ultimately the PROSPERS project addresses clean energy access
challenges in the refugee settlements and host communities, such as
those listed below:

• 6million + households affected by Household Air Pollution (HAP) while
using rudimentary cooking methods in Uganda

• HAP resulted diseases lead to approximately 20,000 people death each
year in Uganda

• For refugees In the settlements, 89% of have tier 0 lighting, 80% have
tier 0 cooking facilities, which means less than 4 hours access to
electricity and mostly reliant to open fire cooking

• In Kyangwaali 65.2 of households cook on open fire, due to lack of
alternatives

• The high dependence on firewood in Kyangwaali contributes to rapid
defforestration



2. Training Project Details
GBE is a social enterprise founded in 2011, to innovate, produce and distribute eco-friendly
cooking goods and services that mitigate climate change and poverty, while offering
employment opportunities to local communities. GBE currently produces and sells an average of
60tons of briquettes per month. As part of its endeavor to promote the use of energy efficient
solutions and renewable energy, GBE also offers a wide range of training and consultancy
services as well as providing machinery for all production levels. GBE has developed for years an
expertise in implementing briquettes production plant and training briquettes entrepreneurs.
Both activities are complementary, and GBE proposes to work not only on the theory but also in
the practice. Indeed, GBE has developed trainings in production and management that have
already be proven efficient with other entrepreneurs. It is based on GBE’s experience that GBE
was identified to deliver the PROSPERS briquettes. PROSPERS briquettes training project was
divided into two phases, the first phase being the assessment and validation of the problem and
the second phase being the delivery of a customized training program adapted to the challenges
identified.

The training project was organized into (2) phases, which included;

2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys;

2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training;

In the next sections we provide details of the two phases.

TRAINING PROJECT WORKPLAN

ACTIVITIES OWNER VERIFICATION # OF DAYS

Project component (1) 5 DAYS 

1.1 Contract agreement and 

signing GBE/KRC contract

1.2 Inception call for project 

review GBE/KRC calendar invite 

1.3 Inception report GBE/KRC report 

Project component (2) 10 DAYS 

2.1 Project planning meeting GBE/KRC participant list

2.2 Inspection and survey

Raw material survey GBE data report / pics

Machinery survey GBE data report / pics

Inspect & test ACE stove GBE test report /pics

Inspect Briquettes Stock GBE data report / pics

Inspect dryers GBE data report / pics

Inspect land for sites GBE data report / pics / google map pin

Asses groups structure/ profile GBE data report / pics

Survey charcoal market GBE data report / pics

2.3 Training GBE / Beneficiaries 

2.4 Training Report 

Development GBE report/pics

Submission GBE report/pics

Review and agreement GBE/KRC report/pics

Component (3) - Annex 2 DAYS

3.1 Travel to Kyangwaali GBE n/a 1 DAY

3.2 Travel from Kyangwaali GBE n/a 1 DAY

3.3 KRC project payment 1 KRC receipt n/a

3.4 KRC project payment 2 KRC receipt n/a



2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys
This phase started with an inception call held on
6th/12/2021 attended by Ms. Deborah K. of KRC, and the
GBE team including Ziwa H. and Nakitende D. and the
main outcome was introduction to the PROSPERS project
and sharing of the project documents. The next task
twas the signing of the project contract shared by Mr.
David M. of KRC on the 3rd/12/2021 and counter signed
by Ziwa H. of GBE on the 7th/12/2021. Then the GBE
team travelled to Kyangwaali on 6th/12/2021 and began
the onsite assessments and surveys on the 7th/12/2021.
The first days of the assessments and surveys were
supported by Mr. Okeng Alfred and the community
leaders of KRC. Apart from the field assessments and
surveys, GBE also engaged in a briquettes groups review
visit conducted by Mr. Alfred K. from CARE and Mr.
Alfred O. Additionally there was also a joint meeting
attended by the (3) service providers for the briquettes
program, as well as the CARE and KRC team.

For the assessments and surveys, the GBE team focused
on, developing the data on the baseline briquettes
production and sales volumes, carried out scientific tests
on the existing briquettes types, other fuels, agricultural
waste, identified the raw materials available for
briquettes production, assessed other briquettes
program eco-system drivers such as stoves adapted for
the briquettes fuel, production and sales models, the
KRC briquettes implementation framework. And in the
next sections we provide our analysis on the current
briquettes activities and other relevant findings.

Activity Verification Owner Outcome 

Inception zoom call 
(6th/12/2021)

- Inception 
report 

- Email 
exchange 

- Calendar 
invite 

GBE - Inception report 

Inspection of 10 briquettes 
production groups (6th to 13th

/12/2021)

- Photos 
- Briquettes 

test report 
- Phone call 

record 

GBE - Adapted training model 
- Baseline Data on briquettes quality 
- Briquettes quality tests 
- Machinery review 
- Production shelter review 
- Agreement on training days 

Briquettes program review 
meeting 

- Photos 
- Participant

s lists 

GBE, Adapt 
Plus, CARE, 
KRC 

- Agreement on aligning the production shelter 
and dryer shelter 

Briquettes Tests (12th/13th/17th) - Photos 
- Briquettes 

test report 

GBE - Briquettes test report 
- Adapted training on ACE one stove and 

briquettes usage 



Project Driver Baseline assessment

KRC briquettes program model - The decentralized production and sales model being tested 
- The refugee and host communities farmers are the common beneficiaries 
- It is anticipated that the briquettes produced will be marketed along the ACE one stove 
- To set up the briquettes production units, KRC has contracted separate contractors each for the three activities 

including briquette quality training, dryer shelter, and production shelter set up 
- Small scale but automated machinery have been provided per group 
- No financial projection in place 
- No business model canvas in place 
- The current model is mostly a skilling model and has not yet been consolidated to business model 
- No consolidate market plan adapted to the scale of the briquettes units setup 

2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys



Project driver  Baseline assessment

Briquettes shape - The briquettes are hollow shaped 
- The briquettes are approximately 6 inches long or can be less 

Briquettes stock volumes - Avg. no. of bags # of briquettes bags per each group that had bags: about 2 bags, with an average weight of 50kgs

Briquettes raw materials - Commonly bean husks , maize cobs, this bonded by anthill soil, clay soil, cassava flour, other alternatives but not commonly 
used include the saw dust

Briquettes raw material component ratios - Ratio 1 - 1 : 7 (7 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil)
- Ratio 2 – 1:8 (8 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil )
- Ratio 3 – 1:6 (6 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil) 
- The soil content in the briquettes is too high 
- Soil is mostly a filler and not a binder 

2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys



Production driver  Baseline assessment 

Land - Land for a production of at least 1 ton per month exists 
- Most of the land is based at group members’ homes 

Machinery - Automated extruder, and combined mixer and crusher provided 
- The extrusion process is effective 
- No user maintenance available 
- The machines have not been run for a while to actualize the production capacity 
- No machinery management plan 
- The combined mixer and crusher is not feasible because there is incomplete mixing 
- The engine often stops working and is run on petrol 
- No welding machine, it is hard to fix breakages
- No specific support tools and equipment identifies 

Briquettes store and packaging - The briquettes are commonly kept inside the house or kitchen, about 1 to 3 bags 
- The briquettes are kept in sacks 
- The temperatures are favorable as the locations are not so humid
- KRC has built new production shelters, and these are an option to store the briquettes 

Production shelter - The components of the recently built production shelter are wooden poles, a tarpaulin, and iron sheets 
- Not enough aeration  on production shelter 
- No specific design plan adapted to the planned components 

Raw materials store - No specific raw materials store 
- Materials kept in the house or kitchen  

Briquettes dryers - The briquettes dryer is made of a UV treated tarpaulin, plastic mesh, and wooden poles
- The UV tarpaulin is the most convenient and affordable tool for drying by most briquettes businesses in Uganda 

Production unit and workstation design (blue print plan) - No specific blue prints for the workstations 
- No work schedule in place 
- The work station designs would inform the design and size of the production shelters

2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys



2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys

While burning pellets and maize cobs in the ACE one
stove, the ash content left was negligible. And this
means for both pellets and maize cobs there is complete
combustions, because they are densified. Therefore a
suitable fuel or biomass to use in the ACE one stove has
to be densified.

While burning the briquettes from the groups in the ACE
one stove, there was barely no result, because there was
no complete combustion of the briquettes, mainly
because of low densification, and also using a lot soil
filler.

While burning briquettes from the groups on an ordinary
charcoal stove, there was significant amount of ash
approximating to about 41%, indicating slow burning this
possibly resulting from effect of the binder and the raw
materials used, for example the groups commonly use
bean husks, then soil as a binder , which commonly
result in incomplete combustion.

Parameter Experiment 6 Experiment 5 Experiment 4 Experiment 3 Experiment 2 Experiment 1

Testing Date 17th/12/2021 17/12/2021 13/12/2021 12/12/2021 12/12/2021 12/12/2021

Location Kagoma farmers assorciation WekakibaKyangwaali farmers organisation KRC office KRC office KRC office 

Fuel Briquettes Briquettes maize cobs maize cobs wood pellets wood pellets 

Stove used Charcoal stove Charcoal stove Ace one stove ACE one stove Ace one stove Ace one stove 

Item prepared Water Water Beans Water Beans water 

Type of test Water boiling test Water boiling test food boiling test water boiling test food boiling test water boiling test 

Fuel label s6 s5 s4 s3 s2 s1

Fuel size (cm) 5                             5                                        7                       7                    5                   5                          

Fuel moisture content(%) 15                           15                                      15                     15                  14                  14                        

Test results

Pot label P1 P1 p1 p1 p1 p1

Pot weight when empty (gm) 350                          350                                    400                    400                400                400                       

Weight of fuel initially (gm) 1,050                       1,358                                  3,000                 1,000              2,000             1,000                    

Weight of water initially(gm) 5,000                       5,000                                  1,000                 5,000              1,000             5,000                    

Weight of pot with water initially (gm) 5,350                       5,400                    

Start cooking time 1:00pm 9:15am 9:47am 5:46pm 12:10pm 12:31pm 

Weight of fuel final(gm) 375                          366                                    -                        -                    390                225                       

Weight of water final(gm) 4,350                       4,450                                  -                        -                    -                    

End cooking time 2:10pm 10:55am 11:50am 6:10pm 2:06pm 12:52pm 

Burning time 1hr & 10 mins 1hr & 40 mins 2hr & 3 mins 24mins 2hrs & 4 mins 21mins 



2.1.Phase 1: Problem assessment and surveys

Pellets test in an 
ACE one stove 

Maize cobs test in 
an ACE one stove 



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training

Activity Verification Owner Outcome 

Inception zoom call (6th/12/2021) - Inception report 
- Email exchange 
- Calendar invite 

GBE - Inception report 

Inspection of 10 briquettes production groups (6th

to 13th /12/2021)
- Photos 
- Briquettes test 

report 
- Phone call record 

GBE - Adapted training model 
- Baseline Data on briquettes quality 
- Briquettes quality tests 
- Machinery review 
- Production shelter review 
- Agreement on training days 

Briquettes program review meeting - Photos 
- Participants lists 

GBE, Adapt Plus, CARE, 
KRC 

- Agreement on aligning the production shelter and dryer shelter 

Briquettes Tests (12th/13th/17th) - Photos 
- Briquettes test 

report 

GBE - Briquettes test report 
- Adapted training on ACE one stove and briquettes usage 



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training
In this phase we explain the key components of the training;

a) Training organization and methodology

The training happened from the 13th/12/2021 until the 18th/12/2021. About 152 trainees from 10
groups were trained. The 10 groups included; (Kyangwaali Farmers’ Association, Kagoma Farmers’ Organisation ,
Musinsa B group , Weka Kiba group ,Twendeleye namani group ,Twisingane Saving group ,Nguwe group, Kony / Paco ,Unity is
Power group ,Twisungo group , Kitoke group, Kasifa)

The (3) onsite trainers from GBE included Ziwa Hillington, a business management professional with
about 10 years in sales, project management, business management in both the social business and Non
Government Organizations sectors and currently the Managing Director at GBE. Then Danson
Nkwasibwe and Niwasima Evaristo, who are both biomass engineers, with about 5 years experience in
industrial biomass project management. Additionally GBE included its photography and business story
telling personnel, who captured all the training events.

The training was based on a strong interaction between the trainees and the trainers. The personal
experience, successes and challenges faced by the trainees were used extensively to illustrate the points
made during the trainings.

The production and business aspects of the briquetting industry both had a central role in the training.
We have realized that most of the time, small and medium scale producers focus on the production
aspects and tend to assume that they are powerless when it comes to the marketing aspects of their
activity. It was one central goal of the training to make all the producers aware of the importance of
proper marketing for the success of their briquettes activity. The training was done using a vocabulary
easily understandable by anyone so that no prior business or marketing knowledge was required.

The training was organized around four pillars for production techniques (drying feedstock and
carbonization; from char to briquettes; optimizing production output; quality, health and security
control) and four pillars for business.

Both the production and sales sessions were at most carried out in 3hours. The training was both in
theory and in practice.

Training day schedule start time end time 

Trainer move from hostle 6:00 am 7:00am

Trainers pick training items at KRC 7:00am 7:30 am

Trainer do breakfast 7:00am 7:30am

Trainers move to groups 7:30am 8:00am

Trainers set training ground 8:00am 8:30am

Participants list x x

Light the briquettes test stove  x x

Sitting arrangement x x

Trainees breakfast prep x x

Manilla charts hanging x x

Machinery test x x

Trainees arrival 7:00am 8:00am

Trainees registration 7:00am 8:00am

Breakfast for trainees 8:00am 9:00am

Training 9:00am 11:00am

Work station design x x

Briquettes production & sales x x

Briquettes test x x

Trainees imitate training 11:00am 12:00pm



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training

c) Training pictorial

Steel
carboniser

Maize cobs
carbonised

Cooling carbonized
maize cobs Sorting carbonized

maize cobs

Mixing char
& binder

Briquettes laid on a
dryer

Stove and briquettes
testBriquettes extrusion

Powering extruder
engine

Theory class Ace one stove
burning maize
cobs

Dryer shelter

Production shelter



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training
b) Training content



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training
b) Training content



2.2.Phase 2: Implementation of the training
b) Training content



3. Recommendation

Project Driver Baseline assessment Recommendations/comments 

KRC briquettes program model - The decentralized production and sales model being tested 
- The refugee and host communities farmers are the common 

beneficiaries 
- It is anticipated that the briquettes produced will be marketed along 

the ACE one stove 
- To set up the briquettes production units, KRC has contracted separate 

contractors each for the three activities including briquette quality 
training, dryer shelter, and production shelter set up 

- Small scale but automated machinery have been provided per group 
- No financial projection in place 
- No business model canvas in place 
- The current model is mostly a skilling model and has not yet been 

consolidated to business model 
- No consolidate market plan adapted to the scale of the briquettes units 

setup 

- The new ratios have been provided to improve the quality of the existing 
carbonized briquettes 

- The current carbonized briquettes are not the best option to burn in the ACE one 
stove because of its small chamber and also because materials such as bean husks 
have high ash content 

- Maize cobs completely burn in the ACE one stove leaving negligible ash, therefore 
they are a compatible biomass to use in the ACE one stove 

- Pellets completely burn in the ACE one stove leaving negligible ash, there they are 
compatible briquettes fuel to use in the ACE one stove 

- KRC to explore the possibility of running a parallel non carbonized / pellet 
production facility specifically dedicated to the ACE one stove 

- Study the possibility of running a one commercial briquettes facility (centralized 
briquettes production facility) and decentralized sales model 

- Study the possibility of the running a consolidated market study to inform the 
stove and briquettes types, production and sales model 

- Study the possibility of KRC directly investing and managing the briquettes facility 
and providing employment to the refugees or KRC can subcontract a private 
sector partners to incubate production plants that provide employment to 
refugees for both production and sales 



3. Recommendation

Project driver  Baseline assessment Recommendation / comments

Briquettes shape - The briquettes are hollow shaped 
- The briquettes are approximately 6 inches long or can be less 

- The briquettes shape is adaptable to the common stoves existing on the market 

Briquettes stock volumes - Avg. no. of bags # of briquettes bags per each group that had bags: 
about 2 bags, with an average weight of 50kgs

Briquettes raw materials - Commonly bean husks , maize cobs, this bonded by anthill soil, clay soil, 
cassava flour, other alternatives but not commonly used include the 
saw dust

- Maize cobs are the best option, because their char can produce dense briquettes 
competitive to wood charcoal 

- For the binder we recommend starch binder from cassava flour 

Briquettes raw material component 
ratios 

- Ratio 1 - 1 : 7 (7 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil)
- Ratio 2 – 1:8 (8 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil )
- Ratio 3 – 1:6 (6 basins of char into 1 basin of anthill soil) 
- The soil content in the briquettes is too high 
- Soil is mostly a filler and not a binder 

- 2kgs of cassava flour into 60kgs of char (Priority  1 ratio)
- 10kg of anthill soil plus 1kg of cassava flour into 60kgs of char (Priority 2 ratio)
- 20kg of soil into 30kg of char (Priority 3 ratio)



3. Recommendation

Production driver  Baseline assessment Recommendation/ Comments 

Land - Land for a production of at least 1 ton per month exists 
- Most of the land is based at group members’ homes 

- Study the risks of the briquettes production facility being hosted at the group member’s 
homes 

Machinery - Automated extruder, and combined mixer and crusher provided 
- The extrusion process is effective 
- No user maintenance available 
- The machines have not been run for a while to actualize the production capacity 
- No machinery management plan 
- The combined mixer and crusher is not feasible because there is incomplete 
mixing 
- The engine often stops working and is run on petrol 
- No welding machine, it is hard to fix breakages
- No specific support tools and equipment identifies 

- Separate the mixer and crusher 
- Study the possibility of running the extruder, mixer and crusher on motors 
- Study the possibility of including a welding generator as a power generator and for welding 
purposes 
- Hire some one for 12 months to manage and maintain the machinery and train groups on 
how to use the machinery
- Study the possibility of providing tools and equipment to support the briquettes 
production process 

Briquettes store and packaging - The briquettes are commonly kept inside the house or kitchen, about 1 to 3 
bags 

- The briquettes are kept in sacks 
- The temperatures are favorable as the locations are not so humid
- KRC has built new production shelters, and these are an option to store the 

briquettes 

- Make a briquettes storage plan, while referring to the production shelter design 

Production shelter - The components of the recently built production shelter are wooden poles, a 
tarpaulin, and iron sheets 

- Not enough aeration  on production shelter 
- No specific design plan adapted to the planned components 

- Study the possibility of making a production shelter design while referring to the 
anticipated components 

- Increase the aeration on the production shelter 

Raw materials store - No specific raw materials store 
- Materials kept in the house or kitchen  

- The materials store can be an integral part of the production shelter 

Briquettes dryers - The briquettes dryer is made of a UV treated tarpaulin, plastic mesh, and 
wooden poles

- The UV tarpaulin is the most convenient and affordable tool for drying by most 
briquettes businesses in Uganda 

- The plastic mesh where briquettes are laid is not durable, a metallic mesh would be better
- Study the possibility of using metal instead of wood considering the high possibilities of 

termites eating up the wooden poles  

Production unit and workstation design 
(blue print plan)

- No specific blue prints for the workstations 
- No work schedule in place 
- The work station designs would inform the design and size of the production 

shelters

- Study the possibility of developing of a workstation design 
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Thank you!


